The case of the Great Wall of China viewed within the larger context of early British understandings of Qing China significantly complicates in interesting ways our understanding of Enlightenment and Romantic period travel writing. This essay discusses the first British encounter with the Great Wall in the accounts of the Macartney embassy of 1792-94. Applying a combination of historical contextualization with aestheticmaterialist understanding of late eighteenth-and early nineteenthcentury British travel writing about 'antique' monuments, it seeks to articulate the ways in which the Wall became a catalyst in the revelation of the embassy's assumptions about class, race and other categories.
of China's exclusivity, when, in fact, China has historically been open to very many foreign influences and ideas, and when Qing expansionism into Mongolia had rendered the Wall redundant. The Great Wall thus became 'a symbol of Chinese civilization, power and precocious technological accomplishment . . . the all-defining emblem of China in the Western imagination'. 1 Yet as Macartney and others noticed, the Chinese themselves seemed to have very little interest in the Wall. This essay will attempt to discuss the ways in which the embassy's apparently objective and empirical description of the Great Wall was imbricated within the discourses of travel, diplomacy, aesthetics, race and ethnology. Although variously employing the categories of the picturesque, the pleasing, the beautiful and the sublime, the aesthetic mode that is evoked by British accounts is that of the 'stupendous', of awe and wonder at the spectacle, combined with an appreciation of the material aspects of the monument. Utilizing a mixed discourse of objectivity and mensuration, and an aesthetics of a failed sublime, cross-hatched with the rhetoric of disappointment and temporality, these accounts move from key celebrations of the Wall by eighteenth-century figures, such as the Jesuits, Voltaire and Samuel Johnson, to the detailed material discussions of the dimensions and historicity of the Wall itself. Voltaire favourably compared the Wall to the pyramids and Johnson 'expressed a particular enthusiasm' to visit it, advising Boswell, who had claimed he would like to see it but had children to look after, 'by doing so, you would do what would be of importance in raising your children to eminence. There would be a lustre reflected upon them from your spirit and curiosity. They would be at all times regarded as the children of a man who had gone to view the wall of China. I am serious, Sir.' 2 II Romantic period travel writing has been subject to much recent critical scrutiny. 3 By and large in this enquiry, travel accounts of China have been somewhat neglected. What difference, therefore, does it make to our understanding of Romantic period travel writing when China is included? China is very problematic in that, in one sense, it is one of the ancient and 'antique lands' explored by Nigel Leask in his seminal Curiosity and the Aesthetics of Travel Writing 1770-1840, yet, at the same time, China was also perceived by the consensus of seventeenthcentury and Enlightenment minds as a modern, rational and powerful empire. The temporal and spatial dynamic, which Leask argues to be crucial in evaluating such lands and peoples, does not operate in quite
